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A woman's unsolved family history comes back to haunt her in an
eerie, old, isolated manor in the Scottish Highlands. Ailsa Calder
has inherited half of a house. The other half belongs to a man who
disappeared from her life without a trace twenty-seven years
ago—her father. Leaving London behind to settle the inheritance,
Ailsa returns to her childhood home, nestled amongst the craggy
peaks of the Scottish Highlands, joined by the half-sister who's
almost a stranger to her. Ailsa can't escape the claustrophobic
feeling that the house itself is watching her—as if her past hungers to
consume her. She also can't ignore how the neighborhood animals
refuse to set one foot within the gates of the garden. When the first
nighttime intruder shows up and the locals in the isolated
community pry into her plans for the manor, Ailsa becomes terrified
that the mysteries surrounding the beautiful old home will cost her
everything.
She thought he was offering her a chance of escape. She was wrong.
Richard Laymon's Among the Missing is a riveting horror novel,
full of shocking revelations, twists and turns. Perfect for fans of
Stephen King and Clive Barker. 'Among the Missing is strikingly
different. From the chilling opening...we are plunged into a
disturbing world of twisted psychopathology' - The Times At 2:32
in the morning a Jaguar roars along a lonely road high in the
Californian mountains. Behind the wheel sits a beautiful woman
wearing only a skimpy, revealing nightgown. She's left her husband
behind. She's after a different kind of man - someone as wild, daring
and passionate as herself. The man she wants is waiting for her...
with wild plans of his own. The man waits patiently in the woods.
When the woman stops to pick him up, he suggests they go to the
Bend, where the river widens and there's a soft sandy beach. With
the stars overhead and moonlight on the water, it's an ideal place for
love. But there will be no love tonight. In the morning a naked body
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will be found at the Bend - a body missing more than its clothes.
And the man will be waiting for someone else... What readers are
saying about Among the Missing: 'Throw in some dark humour and
Laymon's assortment of oddball characters and the book delivers a
nice chunk of escapism for a few hours, with some surprising plot
twists' 'Without a doubt one of the most gripping stories he has ever
written. A classic story of murder, mayhem, decapitation and
double-edged twists [that run] the whole way through' 'The
suspense lurks beneath the surface until the final Hollywood-style
ending'
In this harrowing psychological thriller about a missing teenage boy
whose mother must expose the secrets within their own family if
she wants to find her son—perfect for fans of Reconstructing Amelia.
You love your family. They make you feel safe. You trust them. Or
do you…? When fifteen-year-old Billy Wilkinson goes missing in the
middle of the night, his mother, Claire Wilkinson, blames herself.
She’s not the only one. There isn’t a single member of Billy’s
family that doesn’t feel guilty. But the Wilkinsons are so used to
keeping secrets from one another that it isn’t until six months later,
after an appeal for information goes horribly wrong, that the truth
begins to surface. Claire is sure of two things—that Billy is still alive
and that her friends and family had nothing to do with his
disappearance. A mother’s instinct is never wrong. Or is it…?
Combining an unreliable narrator and fast-paced storytelling, The
Missing is a chilling novel of psychological suspense that will
thoroughly captivate and obsess readers. “The Missing has a
delicious sense of foreboding from the first page, luring us into the
heart of a family with terrible secrets and making us wait, with
pounding hearts for the final, agonizing twist. Loved it.”—Fiona
Barton, author of The Widow
ONE DAY, MR. Bambert, a sweet but shy man, decides to send 11
stories out into the world. He attaches them to little hot-air balloons
and lets them go on windy nights with a letter asking that whoever
finds them send them back. Wherever the stories are returned from
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is where they will be set. The 11th story is blank—Bambert hopes it
will write itself. Slowly the stories come back, with postmarks from
all over the world, including one from the past. All that’s left is the
last one, the one that has to write itself. . . . In this magical little
story with a twist, the power of kindness, stories, and hope is woven
together to create a soul-warming, poignant tale that readers will
want to read again and again. Praise for Dreaming in Black and
White: “A short, quiet, yet memorable, novel that challenges its
audience with questions worth asking.”—Booklist
Book 13
An Inspector Lynley Novel: 6
All the Missing Girls
A Novel of Psychological Suspense
The Missing

A New York Times Book Review Editors’
Choice • A page-turning mystery that
brings to life a complex and strongwilled detective assigned to a highrisk missing persons case NAMED ONE OF
THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY NPR •
NAMED ONE OF THE 10 BEST MYSTERIES OF
THE YEAR BY THE WALL STREET JOURNAL “An
extraordinarily assured police
procedural in the tradition of Ruth
Rendell and Elizabeth George.”—Joseph
Finder, author of The Fixer “Surprisefilled . . . one of the most ambitious
police procedurals of the year.
Detective Bradshaw’s biting wit is a
bonus.”—The Wall Street Journal
“Missing, Presumed has future BBC
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miniseries written all over
it.”—Redbook “A highly charismatic and
engaging story.”—Kirkus Reviews
(starred review) “This combination of
police procedural and an unfolding
family drama that continuously twists
and turns will work well for fans of
Kate Atkinson and Tana
French.”—Booklist At thirty-nine, Manon
Bradshaw is a devoted and respected
member of the Cambridgeshire police
force, and though she loves her job,
what she longs for is a personal life.
Single and distant from her family, she
wants a husband and children of her
own. One night, after yet another
disastrous Internet date, she turns on
her police radio to help herself fall
asleep—and receives an alert that sends
her to a puzzling crime scene. Edith
Hind—a beautiful graduate student at
Cambridge University and daughter of
the surgeon to the Royal Family—has
been missing for nearly twenty-four
hours. Her home offers few clues: a
smattering of blood in the kitchen, her
keys and phone left behind, the front
door ajar but showing no signs of
forced entry. Manon instantly knows
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that this case will be big—and that
every second is crucial to finding
Edith alive. The investigation starts
with Edith’s loved ones: her attentive
boyfriend, her reserved best friend,
her patrician parents. As the search
widens and press coverage reaches a
frenzied pitch, secrets begin to emerge
about Edith’s tangled love life and her
erratic behavior leading up to her
disappearance. With no clear leads,
Manon summons every last bit of her
skill and intuition to close the case,
and what she discovers will have
shocking consequences not just for
Edith’s family but for Manon herself.
Suspenseful and keenly observed,
Missing, Presumed is a brilliantly
twisting novel of how we seek
connection, grant forgiveness, and
reveal the truth about who we are.
Praise for Missing, Presumed “Smart,
stylish . . . Manon is portrayed with
an irresistible blend of sympathy and
snark. By the time she hits bottom,
professionally and privately, we’re
entirely caught up in her story.”—The
New York Times Book Review “Nuanced
suspense that’s perfect for Kate
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Atkinson fans.”—People “Drenched in
character and setting, with pinpoint
detail that breathes life and color
into every sentence.”—The News &
Observer “You might come to Missing,
Presumed for the police procedural;
you’ll stay for the layered, authentic
characters that Steiner brings to
life.”—Bethanne Patrick, NPR “Where
[Susie] Steiner excels is in the depth
and clarity with which she depicts her
characters. . . . It all adds up to a
world that feels much bigger than the
novel in which it is contained.”—The
Guardian
In this suspenseful and romantic teen
thriller based on the “can’t pull your
eyes away” series on Lifetime, one girl
discovers that no matter how far you
run from your problems, they will
always find you. For most of Candace’s
life she never felt like she completely
belonged. But nothing could prepare her
for the shocking discovery that her
parents have been concealing the truth
about who she is and where she came
from her entire life. Feeling like her
world has been turned upside down, and
unable to trust the people she’s
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closest to, Candace runs away...right
into the arms of an alluring stranger.
But while Candace and Toby have an
undeniable connection, it's less
certain what the future holds for them
as Candace’s family and Toby’s lessthan-legal lifestyle threaten to rip
them apart. As things start to spiral
out of control, Candace must fight to
understand her own identity...and who
she can truly rely on.
Suspenseful and gripping, award-winning
author Michael Frank’s What is Missing
is a psychological family drama about a
father, a son, and the woman they both
love. Costanza Ansaldo, a half-Italian
and half-American translator, is
convinced that she has made peace with
her childlessness. A year after the
death of her husband, an eminent
writer, she returns to the pensione in
Florence where she spent many happy
times in her youth, and there she
meets, first, Andrew Weissman, an
acutely sensitive seventeen-year-old,
and, soon afterward, his father, Henry
Weissman, a charismatic New York
physician who specializes in—as it
happens—reproductive medicine. With
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three lives each marked by heartbreak
and absence—of a child, a parent, a
partner, or a clear sense of
identity—What is Missing offers
Costanza, Andrew, and Henry the
opportunity to make themselves whole
when the triangle resumes three months
later in New York, where the
relationships among them turn and
tighten with combustive effects that
cut to the core of what it means to be
a father, a son, and—for Costanza—a
potential mother.
It's a profile, like all the others on
the online dating site. But as NYPD
Detective Kat Donovan focuses on the
accompanying picture, she feels her
whole world explode, as emotions she's
ignored for decades come crashing down
on her. Staring back at her is her exfiancé Jeff, the man who shattered her
heart eighteen years ago. Kat feels a
spark, wondering if this might be the
moment when past tragedies recede and a
new world opens up to her. But when she
reaches out to the man in the profile,
her reawakened hope quickly darkens
into suspicion and then terror as an
unspeakable conspiracy comes to light,
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in which monsters prey upon the most
vulnerable. As Kat's hope for a second
chance with Jeff grows more and more
elusive, she is consumed by an
investigation that challenges her
feelings about everyone she ever loved
- her former fiancé, her mother, and
even her father, whose cruel murder so
long ago has never been fully
explained. With lives on the line,
including her own, Kat must venture
deeper into the darkness than she ever
has before, and discover if she has the
strength to survive what she finds
there.
Three Days Missing
Torn
If I Am Missing Or Dead
The Night She Disappeared
Missing Person
This critically acclaimed winner of the
Newbery Medal joins the Scholastic Gold
line, which features award-winning and
beloved novels. Includes exclusive bonus
content! Ever since May, Summer's aunt and
good-as-a-mother for the past six years,
died in the garden among her pole beans
and carrots, life for Summer and her Uncle
Ob has been as bleak as winter. Ob doesn't
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want to create his beautiful whirligigs
anymore, and he and Summer have slipped
into a sadness that they can't shake off.
They need May in whatever form they can
have her -- a message, a whisper, a sign
that will tell them what to do next. When
that sign comes, Summer with discover that
she and Ob can keep missing May but still
go on with their lives.
'Page-turning' The Independent 'Sophie's
thrillers are brilliant ... you can't stop
reading' Robert Muchamore, bestselling
author 'Sophie McKenzie's the queen of
nail-biting and addictive reads. I just
can't get enough.' Amy McCulloch, author
of The Potion Diaries The gripping sequel
to the bestselling, award-winning Girl,
Missing. It's two years after the events
of Girl, Missing and life is not getting
any easier for sixteen-year-old Lauren, as
exam pressure and a recent family
heartbreak take their toll. Hoping some
time together away from everything will
help, Lauren’s birth mother takes Lauren
and her two sisters on holiday, only for
tragedy to strike again when one of
Lauren’s sisters disappears, under
circumstances very similar to those in
which Lauren was taken years before ...
perhaps too similar to be a coincidence.
Can Lauren save her sister, and stop the
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nightmare happening all over again?
A masterful novel set in 1920s Louisiana,
The Missing is the story of Sam Simoneaux,
a floorwalker at a New Orleans department
store. When a little girl is kidnapped on
Sam’s watch he is haunted by guilt, grief,
and ghosts from his own troubled past.
Determined to find her, Sam sets out on a
journey through a world of music and
violence, where riverboats teem with
drinking and dancing, and where dark
swamplands conceal those who choose to
live by their own laws. With the fate of
the stolen child looming, The Missing
vividly depicts an America lurching away
from war, where civilization is only
beginning to penetrate the hinterlands,
and a man must choose between compassion
and vengeance.
”Kimberly Belle delivers the goods—a
rocket-paced story with a heart that will
keep you riveted through every hairpin
twist and turn. Breathless suspense!”
—Lisa Unger, New York Times bestselling
author of The Red Hunter When a child goes
missing, two mothers’ lives collide in a
shocking way in this suspenseful novel
from the bestselling author of The
Marriage Lie. It’s every parent’s worst
nightmare: the call that comes in the
middle of the night. When Kat Jenkins
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awakens to the police on her doorstep, her
greatest fear is realized. Her nine-yearold son, Ethan, is missing—vanished from
the cabin where he’d been on an overnight
class trip. Shocked and distraught, Kat
rushes to the campground, but she’s too
late; the authorities have returned from
their search empty-handed after losing
Ethan’s trail in the mountain forest.
Another mother from the school, Stef
Huntington, seems like she has it all:
money, prominence in the community, a
popular son and a loving husband. She
hardly knows Kat, except for the vicious
gossip that swirls around Kat’s traumatic
past. But as the police investigation
unfolds, Ethan’s disappearance has earthshattering consequences for Stef, as her
path crosses with Kat. As the two mothers
race against the clock, their desperate
search for answers reveals how the
greatest dangers lie behind the everyday
smiles of those they trust the most. Don't
miss Kimberly Belle's newest novel, My
Darling Husband!
True Stories of the Missing
The True Story of My Family in World War
II
Bambert's Book of Missing Stories
Missing at 17
Sabotaged
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Don't miss the #1 New York Times bestselling
thriller from the world's bestselling author,
James Patterson: an "undeniably gripping ride
through the hidden passageways of power and
politics" that "moves like Air Force One"
(Michael Connelly). The President Is Missing
confronts a threat so huge that it jeopardizes not
just Pennsylvania Avenue and Wall Street, but all
of America. Uncertainty and fear grip the nation.
There are whispers of cyberterror and espionage
and a traitor in the Cabinet. Even the President
himself becomes a suspect, and then he
disappears from public view . . . Set over the
course of three days, The President Is Missing
sheds a stunning light upon the inner workings
and vulnerabilities of our nation. Filled with
information that only a former commander in
chief could know, this is the most authentic,
terrifying novel to come along in many years. #1
New York Times bestseller#1 USA Today
bestseller#1 Wall Street Journal bestseller#1
Indie bestseller "President Duncan for a second
term!" -- USA Today"This book's a big one." -New York Times"Towers above most political
thrillers." -- Pittsburgh Post-Gazette"The plotting
is immaculate . . . the writing is taut." -- Sunday
Times (London)"Ambitious and wildly readable."
-- New York Times Book Review
USA TODAY bestseller Winner of the Barry
Award "Intense...gripping... This latest from a
gifted storyteller should not be missing from your
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reading pile."—Library Journal, starred review
Families with nothing to hide don’t have so many
secrets Life can change in an instant. For Ryan
and Karen Lane, it happens on the morning they
discover their twelve-year-old daughter’s window
open, their beloved Maddie missing from her
bed. Police investigate. Suspicions swirl. A
teenage boy admits he was outside her bedroom
window the night she disappeared. A halfway
house for convicts recently opened in the
neighborhood. The Lane family is thrown into
turmoil, then detectives turn their sights on
them. No one is ruled out. Not Karen, with her
tragic past, who argued with her daughter. Not
Ryan, with his violent streak. Not Maddie’s
thirteen-year-old brother, Tyler, who heard
voices in her room the night she vanished. Days,
weeks, months, then agonizing years go by
without answers, the Lanes fearing that Maddie
is gone forever…until a stunning twist shocks
everyone, plunging the family deeper into a
world of buried secrets whose revelations
threaten the very foundation of their lives. “Don’t
miss Search for Her, the newest thrill-ride from
Rick Mofina!”
*WINNER OF THE PEN ACKERLEY PRIZE 2018*
My younger brother’s name is Nicholas Beard.
He was nine years old, and I was with him in the
water when he drowned. Life changes in an
instant. On a family holiday in Cornwall in 1978,
Richard and Nicholas are in the sea, jumping the
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waves. Suddenly and inexplicably Nicholas is out
of his depth and then, shockingly, so is Richard.
Only one of the brothers returns to the shore.
Richard does not attend Nicholas’s funeral and
afterwards the family return to Cornwall to
continue the holiday. Soon they stop speaking of
that day at the beach altogether. Years later,
haunted by grief, Richard sets out to piece
together the story. Who was Nicholas? What
really happened that day? And why did the family
never speak of it again? SHORTLISTED FOR
THE RATHBONES FOLIO PRIZE 2018
SHORTLISTED FOR THE JAMES TAIT BLACK
PRIZE 2018 ‘This captivating book, both heartrending and jaw-dropping, unfolds like a
detective story’ Daily Mail ‘A memoir of real
truth and heartbreaking emotional heft’ Sunday
Times
'Lisa Jewell is one of my favourite writers and
this is her best yet. I read it in 24 hours. Utterly
gripping with richly drawn, hugely compelling
characters, this is a first class thriller with heart.'
LUCY FOLEY 'I'm calling it early. This is Lisa's
best book yet, and she always sets that bar high!
Stayed up so late because I couldn't put it down.'
ADELE PARKS, author of Lies Lies Lies and Just
My Luck 'I love all Lisa's books, but The Night
She Disappeared is by far her best thriller yet.'
HARLAN COBEN 'Mother of God, Lisa Jewell's
on fire. The Night She Disappeared is
UNBELIEVABLY good. I was utterly utterly
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agog.' MARIAN KEYES 'Insane suspense. I loved
it.' LEE CHILD ___________________________ OUT
NOW! The brand-new twisting page-turner from
Lisa Jewell, bestselling author of THE FAMILY
UPSTAIRS and INVISIBLE GIRL 'Mum, there's
some people here from college, they asked me
back to theirs. Just for an hour or so. Is that OK?'
Midsummer 2017: teenage mum Tallulah heads
out on a date, leaving her baby son at home with
her mother, Kim. At 11 p.m. she sends her mum
a text message. At 4.30 a.m. Kim awakens to
discover that Tallulah has not come home.
Friends tell her that Tallulah was last seen
heading to a pool party at a house in the woods
nearby called Dark Place. Tallulah never returns.
2018: walking in the woods behind the boarding
school where her boyfriend has just started as a
head teacher, Sophie sees a sign nailed to a
fence. A sign that says: DIG HERE . . .
___________________________ A cold case. An
abandoned mansion. A family hiding a terrible
secret. Prepare to be hooked. Lisa Jewell's latest
thriller is her best yet. 'Gripping and satisfying,
this had me in tears at the end.' ALISON FLOOD,
Guardian 'Clever, compelling and brilliantly
observed. Loved it!' PAULA HAWKINS 'Oh my
God, so good. A head-scratching, heart-racing,
page-turning triumph - I think this might be my
favourite Lisa Jewell yet.' LOUISE CANDLISH
'No one thickens a plot like Lisa Jewell. I couldn't
put this book down. Jewell just keeps getting
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better. It's SO GOOD!' SHARI LAPENA 'I loved
The Night She Disappeared. Had me hooked
right to the end!' RUTH JONES 'Masterly.
Gripping from start to finish.' JOANNE HARRIS
'Another first-class mystery . . . Totally
enthralling.' HARRIET TYCE, author of Blood
Orange 'Totally absorbing. I felt as though I'd
slipped into the book and lived there for a few
days, heart pounding. So so so amazing!'
KATHERINE HEINY, author of Early Morning
Riser 'Jewell succeeds in maintaining suspense
right to the end, exploring both masculine and
feminine coercive control on the way.' THE
TIMES 'I'm passionately attached to Lisa Jewell,
whose novels somehow manage to be goodnatured, creepy and tense all at once.' SARAH
PERRY, author of The Essex Serpent
Missing, Presumed
Barely Missing Everything
The Addictive, Must-Read Mystery of the Year
A Tense Psychological Suspense Full of Twists
Sent

A brilliant mystery series from bestselling author
Enid Blyton, perfect for fans of The Secret Seven.
The Trottevilles have a house guest named Eunice,
and Fatty will do anything to avoid her. While
hiding from Eunice his disguise leads a mystery
right to him: there's an escaped prisoner in
Peterswood who is also a master of disguise. Now
Fatty, Larry, Daisy, Pip and Bets have to find the
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man and avoid Eunice at the same time... First
published in 1956, this edition contains the
original text and is unillustrated.
NOW A MAJOR BBC DRAMA A SUNDAY TIMES
TOP FIVE BESTSELLER How do you solve a
mystery when you can't remember the clues?
Maud is forgetful. She makes a cup of tea and
doesn't remember to drink it. She goes to the
shops and forgets why she went. Sometimes her
home is unrecognizable - or her daughter Helen
seems a total stranger. But there's one thing Maud
is sure of: her friend Elizabeth is missing. The note
in her pocket tells her so. And no matter who tells
her to stop going on about it, to leave it alone, to
shut up, Maud will get to the bottom of it. Because
somewhere in Maud's damaged mind lies the
answer to an unsolved seventy-year-old mystery.
One everyone has forgotten about. Everyone,
except Maud . . . Winner of the Costa First Novel
Award Shortlisted for National Book Awards
Popular Fiction Book Shortlisted for National Book
Awards New Writer of the Year Longlisted for the
Dylan Thomas Prize Longlisted for the Baileys
Prize for Women's Fiction 'A thrillingly assured,
haunting and unsettling novel, I read it at a gulp'
Deborah Moggach, author of The Best Exotic
Marigold Hotel 'Elizabeth Is Missing will stir and
shake you: the most likeably unreliable of
narrators, real mystery at its compassionate
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core...' Emma Donoghue, author of Room
'Resembling a version of Memento written by Alan
Bennett' Daily Telegraph 'One of those mythical
beasts, the book you cannot put down' Jonathan
Coe, author of The Rotters Club 'Every bit as
compelling as the frenzied hype suggests.
Gripping, haunting' Observer
In this exciting sequel to Found, Jonah, Katherine,
Alex and Chip are convinced by JB that they must
travel back in time to 1483 to fix history by
preventing a murderous plot against the young
princes in order for disaster to be averted in the
present day.
A dual portrait of the author and her late sister
traces how both suffered from years of abuse at
the hands of men before the author successfully
escaped her own cycle of violence, a survival that
was overshadowed by her sister's murder by a
lover.
A play
A Novel
Elizabeth is Missing
Sister, Missing
The President Is Missing
Time travelers Jonah and Katherine arrive
in 1611 to rescue John Hudson, son of the
explorer Henry Hudson, but soon Jonah and
Katherine's knowledge of history is tested
once again, and they fear that more is at
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stake than just one boy's life.
In this haunting, bracing new collection,
Dan Chaon shares stories of men, women,
and children who live far outside the
American Dream, while wondering which
decision, which path, or which accident
brought them to this place. Chaon mines
the psychological landscape of his
characters to dazzling effect. Each story
radiates with sharp humor, mystery,
wonder, and startling compassion. Among
the Missing lingers in the mind through
its subtle grace and power of language.
_____________________________ 'Prepare to
have your mind well and truly twisted' Heat A woman disappears One moment, Selena
Cole is in the playground with her
children and the next, she has vanished
without a trace. A woman returns Twenty
hours later, Selena is found safe and
well, but with no memory of where she has
been. What took place in those missing
hours, and are they linked to the
discovery of a nearby murder? ‘Is it a
forgetting or a deception?’
The third and final book in the
bestselling, award-winning MISSING series.
Six years have passed since the end of
Sister, Missing and Madison is now a
teenager. During a visit to older sister
Lauren, she learns that their biological
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father was an anonymous sperm donor and
sets out to track him down. Her search
bears fruit sooner than she expects, but
is the father she discovers all he seems?
As Madison gets drawn into a mysterious
investigation involving missing girls and
secret hideaways, she finds herself in
more and more danger… PRAISE FOR GIRL,
MISSING: 'Written with assurance and
style, this is page-turning material.' The
Independent 'A taut thriller.' Wood & Vale
Express 'Excellent - gripping,
sympathetic, moving, well plotted.'
Ultimate Book Guide 'A real page turned,
filled with excitement, mystery, suspense
and danger.' Waterstone's Guide To Kids
Books 2008 'This entertaining book will
have you gripped for hours.' Sunday
Express PRAISE FOR SISTER, MISSING: 'A
fast paced thriller that leaves you on the
edge of your seat.' Serendipity Reviews
'If you like your stories fast-paced, full
of dangers and conflicts and impossible
situations, then you will love this book.'
The Bookbag 'The brilliant follow-up to
bestseller, Girl, Missing.' Reading Zone
Newsletter
Trust in Me
Vanished
The Day That Went Missing
Among the Missing
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Missing Daughter

'Rich with atmosphere and mystery. I read through the
night, desperate to find out the truth about Gabriella' –
Erin Kelly, author of He Said/She Said A stunning debut
thriller, The Missing Girl by Jenny Quintana is a
gripping novel full of twists and turns, and a desperate
hunt to solve a decades-old mystery. Anna Flores was just
a child when her adored teenage sister disappeared.
Unable to deal with the pain, Anna took the first
opportunity she had to run from her fractured family,
eventually building a life for herself abroad. Now, thirty
years on, her mother has died, and Anna must return
home to sort through her possessions. In doing so, she has
to confront the huge hole her sister's disappearance left
in their lives, leaving just one question unanswered: what
really happened to Gabriella? Because not knowing is
worse than the truth. Isn’t it?
From the author of Edgar Award finalist Grit and The
Lies They Tell comes a tense, atmospheric novel for fans
of E. Lockhart and Marieke Nijkamp, about friendship,
truth, and the creeping fears that can’t be outrun.
Whenever another kid goes missing in October, the kids
in the old factory town of Pender know what is really
behind it: a monster out in the marshes that they call the
Mumbler. That’s what Clara’s new crew tells her when
she moves to town. Bree and Sage, who take her under
their wing. Spirited Trace, who has taken the lead on this
year’s Halloween prank war. And magnetic Kincaid,
whose devil-may-care attitude and air of mystery are
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impossible for Clara to resist. Clara doesn’t actually
believe in the Mumbler—not like Kinkaid does. But as
Halloween gets closer and tensions build in the town, it’s
hard to shake the feeling that there really is something
dark and dangerous in Pender. Lurking in the shadows.
Waiting to bring the stories to life.
Mentioned in the same breath as The Little Prince,
Jonathan Livingston Seagull and The Alchemist, Serdar
Özkan’s enchanting debut novel The Missing Rose has the
power to change your life. Translated into 44 languages,
it has already captured the hearts of readers around the
world. This is the story of Diana Oliveira, a beautiful yet
troubled young woman whose desire for approval has
made her lose sight of who she really is. When her
mother’s deathbed confession reveals the existence of a
sister, Diana sets out to find the twin she never knew she
had. Her travels lead to a mysterious garden, where she is
given lessons that change her forever. The Missing Rose
is a poetic yet insightful modern parable about love,
acceptance and the importance of remaining true to your
dreams.
New York Times Bestseller "Dark and twisty, with whiteknuckle tension and jaw-dropping surprises." —Riley
Sager, New York Times bestselling author of Home
Before Dark In this smart and chilling thriller, master
of suspense Mary Kubica takes domestic secrets to a
whole new level, showing that some people will stop at
nothing to keep the truth buried. People don't just
disappear without a trace… Shelby Tebow is the first to
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go missing. Not long after, Meredith Dickey and her sixyear-old daughter, Delilah, vanish just blocks away from
where Shelby was last seen, striking fear into their oncepeaceful community. Are these incidents connected?
After an elusive search that yields more questions than
answers, the case eventually goes cold. Now, eleven years
later, Delilah shockingly returns. Everyone wants to know
what happened to her, but no one is prepared for what
they'll find… Look for these other riveting thrillers by
Mary Kubica: The Good Girl Pretty Baby Don't You Cry
Every Last Lie When the Lights Go Out The Other Mrs.
The Missing Season
The Missing Rose
A Sister's Story of Love, Murder, and Liberation
She put her trust in the wrong man...
the No. 1 bestseller from the author of The Family
Upstairs
“There are moments when a story shakes
you...Barely Missing Everything is one of
those stories, and Mendez, a gifted
storyteller with a distinct voice, is sure
to bring a quake to the literary
landscape.” —Jason Reynolds, New York
Times bestselling author of Long Way Down
In the tradition of Jason Reynolds and
Matt de la Peña, this heartbreaking, noholds-barred debut novel told from three
points of view explores how difficult it
is to make it in life when you—your life,
brown lives—don’t matter. Juan has plans.
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He’s going to get out of El Paso, Texas,
on a basketball scholarship and make
something of himself—or at least find
something better than his mom Fabi’s
cruddy apartment, her string of loser
boyfriends, and a dead dad. Basketball is
going to be his ticket out, his ticket up.
He just needs to make it happen. His best
friend JD has plans, too. He’s going to be
a filmmaker one day, like Quentin
Tarantino or Guillermo del Toro (NOT
Steven Spielberg). He’s got a camera and
he’s got passion—what else could he need?
Fabi doesn’t have a plan anymore. When you
get pregnant at sixteen and have been
stuck bartending to make ends meet for the
past seventeen years, you realize plans
don’t always pan out, and that there are
some things you just can’t plan for… Like
Juan’s run-in with the police, like a
sprained ankle, and a tanking math grade
that will likely ruin his chance at a
scholarship. Like JD causing the implosion
of his family. Like letters from a man
named Mando on death row. Like finding out
this man could be the father your mother
said was dead. Soon Juan and JD are
embarking on a Thelma and Louise—like road
trip to visit Mando. Juan will finally
meet his dad, JD has a perfect subject for
his documentary, and Fabi is desperate to
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stop them. But, as we already know, there
are some things you just can’t plan for…
Fans of CJ Omololu's The Third Twin will
flock to the romantic thriller from #1 New
York Times bestselling author Kelley
Armstrong, now available in paperback. The
only thing Winter Crane likes about
Reeve's End is that soon she'll leave it.
Like her best friend did. Like her sister
did. Like most of the teens born in town
have done. There's nothing for them there
but abandoned mines and empty futures.
They're better off taking a chance
elsewhere. What Winter will miss is the
woods. Her only refuge. At least it was.
Until the day she found Lennon left for
dead, bleeding in a tree. But now Lennon
is gone too. And he has Winter questioning
what she once thought was true. What if
nobody left at all? What if they're all
missing? "A compelling thriller that keeps
the reader hooked until the end." -VOYA,
Starred
It's been ten years since Nicolette
Farrell left her rural hometown after her
best friend, Corinne, disappeared without
trace. Then a letter from her father
arrives - 'I need to talk to you. That
girl. I saw that girl.' Has her father's
dementia worsened, or has he really seen
Corinne? Returning home, Nicolette must
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finally face what happened on that
terrible night all those years ago. Then,
another young woman goes missing, almost
to the day of the anniversary of when
Corinne vanished. And like ten years ago,
the whole town is a suspect. Told
backwards - Day 15 to Day 1 - Nicolette
works to unravel the truth, revealing
shocking secrets about her friends, her
family, and what really happened to
Corinne. Like nothing you've ever read
before, All the Missing Girls is a
brilliantly plotted debut thriller that
will leave you breathless.
From acclaimed thriller writer Sarah Lotz,
hailed by Stephen King as "vastly
entertaining," a new novel about a group
of amateur detectives infiltrated by the
sadistic killer whose crimes they're
investigating. Reclusive bookseller Shaun
Ryan has always believed that his uncle
Teddy died in a car accident twenty years
ago. Then he learns the truth: Teddy fled
his home in Catholic, deeply conservative
County Wicklow, Ireland, for New York and
hasn't been heard from since. None of
Shaun's relatives will reveal why they
lied about his uncle's death or why they
want Shaun to leave the whole affair
alone. But Shaun has a burning need to
find out the truth. His search is
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unsuccessful until he's contacted by Chris
Guzman, a woman who runs a website
dedicated to matching missing-persons
cases with unidentified bodies. Chris and
her team of cold-case obsessives suspect
that Shaun is looking for the "Boy in the
Dress," one victim in a series of gay men
murdered by the same killer. But who are
these internet fanatics really, and how do
they know so much about a case that has
stumped police for decades? Soon armchair
sleuths and professional investigators are
on a collision course with a sadistic
serial killer who's gotten away with his
crimes for far too long - and now they're
in his sights.
Missing
Missing You
What Is Missing
Newly Rejacketed
The Missing Girl

When Deborah St James hears of the unexpected death of
Reverend Sage, her sadness has a very personal tinge. For
their paths had crossed some months earlier at a particularly
vulnerable time for Deborah, and she had found herself
confessing her intimate anguish to this sympathetic stranger.
When she realizes that his death is far from accidental,
Deborah, with her husband, Simon, enlists the help of
Inspector Lynley, and the trio embarks upon an investigation
that hinges upon the overriding - and ulimately destructive power of parental love.
How would you cope if your husband disappeared? One
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woman discovers just that in this bestselling domestic thriller
debut. Kate and Pete have been the perfect couple ever
since they were teenagers. Fifteen years later they have two
young daughters, live in a beautiful London townhouse, and
seem like they have it all. But one day, Pete leaves for work
and never comes home. In a note Kate discovers, he
confesses that he’s been unhappy for a long time and that
he’s met someone else. Distraught, Kate later learns that he
has left everything, including his mobile phone, behind and
sets out to learn the truth about her husband’s
disappearance. But is she prepared for what she will learn?
When nothing is as it seems, who can you trust? “There is a
lot to absorb and I soaked it all up like a sponge, round each
twist and turn finding myself completely engrossed in the lives
of this couple, both together and apart. This is beautifully and
cleverly created, different to any other book I’ve read; expertly
written—especially for a debut—I was hooked from the first
word right up until the very last and it’s one of those novels
which has played at the back of my mind ever since.”
—Grace J Reviewerlady
After helping Chip and Alex survive 15th-century London,
Jonah and Katherine are summoned to help another missing
child, Andrea, face her fate. Andrea is really Virginia Dare,
from the Lost Colony of Roanoke. Jonah and Katherine are
confident in their ability to help Andrea fix history, but when
their journey goes dangerously awry, they realize that they
may be in over their heads: They’ve landed in the wrong time
period. Andrea doesn’t seem that interested in leaving the
past. And even worse, it appears that someone has
deliberately sabotaged their mission....
Missing is the story of Robert Khalipa, an ANC cadre living in
exile, who is very senior in the organisation but is left out of
the negotiations and almost forgotten in Sweden. Robert has
a wealthy Swedish wife, Anna,
and they have a daughter who
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is a practising doctor in a hospital in Stockholm. There is also
Robert?s prot_g_ Peter Tshabalala, junior in the organisation,
yet he gets the call to return to South African to join the
democratic government. What follows is a story of
conspiracies, lies, back stabbing and disappointments. Robert
and his family are faced with the challenges of a South Africa
that has changed radically from the one he remembers from
more than thirty years ago. The government, in his opinion,
does not seem to uphold the principles enshrined in the
Freedom Charter. There is also conflict within his own family.
Robert wants to stay in South Africa, while his wife and
daughter want to go back to Sweden. Their love is tested to
breaking point and difficult decisions have to be made by
every individual. As with Kani?s very successful and oftenperformed previous play, Nothing but the Truth, the
ambiguities of freedom and of personal commitment are
explored in this play.
Stories
Missing Me
The Missing Years
The Mystery of the Missing Man
Missing Joseph
The bestselling author of Close My Eyes returns with a
chilling psychological thriller. Julia has always been the friend
that Livy turns to when life is difficult. United fifteen years ago
by grief at the brutal murder of Livy's sister, Kara, they've
always told each other everything. Or so Livy thought. So
when Julia is found dead in her home, Livy cannot come to
terms with the news that she chose to end her own life. The
Julia that Livy knew was vibrant and vivacious, a far cry from
the selfish neurotic that her family seem determined to paint
her as. Troubled by doubt but alone in her suspicions, Livy
sets out to prove that Julia was in fact murdered. But little
does she realise that digging
into her best friend's private life
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will cause her to question everything she thought she knew
about Julia. And the truth that Livy discovers will tear the very
fabric of her own life apart.
A tense thriller that really picks up pace as Roxy's brother
apparently comes back from the dead
Local Woman Missing
The Missing Husband
The Missing Hours
Missing May (Scholastic Gold)
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